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»Master Examination«
Mother Mary
30.10.2015

Dream: I tell a former friend in no uncertain terms that I no longer want anything
to do with him, because I find the manner in which he deals with human Beings
and his ways of manipulation repulsive. After that he changes his whole behavior
and becomes biddable.
In the next scene I find myself out of nothing in the middle of a master examination,
it feels like for the master ship of a cabinetmaker. And as I pass the exam, an
indescribable feeling of bliss overcomes me. (End of dream)
Beloved Ones,
Children of the One God, which we all are!
I am the Mother of all Life on all levels of All-That-Is.
New pathways open, portals into infinity and what has been long in waiting occurs:
the longing of human Beings for peace and good fortune is being quenched.
This dream picture points precisely to this time quality, how urgent it is that you
renounce all evil and to turn your back to darkness, no matter whom it comes from.
This guarantees you remaining unhurt and enables the dark ones to change their
behavior toward you.
This appearance, which is characterized by decisiveness and courage, marks
the point of awakening, because truly, whoever turns away from darkness and
expresses it clearly, hurries toward his master ship in great steps. The »master
examination« in the dream describes the status of some human Beings, who have
freed themselves from all illusions and are ready to appear without compromise.
Darkness no longer has power over you as you become aware of the one that
surrounds you and as you consciously step out of this energy field.
Your present tasks as a human collective are to manifest your power and
according to your divine consciousness lift this world out of its hinges. What can
darkness achieve against the Light?
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The time of great miracles is a time of you becoming aware. The more you are
conscious of your own Light, the easier you will rise above this time and the
events will not reach you.
God walks on earth and the Mother of all Life has straightened up human Beings,
so that the seemingly unchanging may change now.
I am amongst you
MOTHER MARY
Flower of Love
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Act of Devotion
Healing due to God’s Grace
Mother Mary
02.11.2015

Realization due to Devotion
The devotion to God leads to realization and is the most direct path toward
perfection.
I am the MOTHER OF ALL LIFE,
I am amongst you.
Beloved Ones,
Due to deep trust in God, due to deep trust in ALL-THAT-IS and due to the
unconditional orientation of all your thoughts, emotions and motives toward
divine consciousness, to the living divine power in self, your life receives its
meaning and a human Being can grow, be and become.
Devotion, correctly understood and practiced correctly, creates a new energy
field; your life blossoms like a flower opens its blooms, as soon as it is touched
by the Sun’s light.
Incorrectly understood devotion, because it is assumed that one must give up
oneself in this process, let many human Beings back off from this step.
Therefore the ultimate recognition must be lacking and a discontent with what has
been achieved, a discontent, which cannot be located, sets in.

Devotion the Principle
I am the MOTHER OF ALL-THAT-IS and I say to you:
Life without devotion is impossible, because all Life in all worlds of Creation
were created due to devotion and due to the devotion of the Creator to self has
received form and expression! Devotion is the basic principle of all Life.
And therefore also your birth in the human body is an act of devotion, which you
have decided for at many times and have qualified for based on the maturity of
your soul.
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Again and again you descended and you have assisted this world and all Life
on this earth to gain new knowledge and thereby have created new growth for
yourself and have opened new pathways toward infinity. Often you descended
under very difficult and existence-threatening conditions, based on free will and
for praise of the whole universe of this and many creations.
Nobody has forced you to do so, solely your joy and your devotion for the whole,
for divine greatness, for the sacred divine intention to build new worlds and to
give all divine aspects the opportunity for self-experience, has lead you here.

Compassion-Devotion-Love
Devotion is practiced Love and it is the attribute, which appears at the end of the
way, before you have attained master ship and perfection, on all levels of daily
life. Compassion-Devotion-Love is the pearls of the »rosary of all life« and it is
what counts today for those, who aim for realization.
To obtain the new awareness, when compassion, devotion and Love are
practiced, it becomes the path toward the coronation of a human life.
Yet human Beings are still scared of this devotion, after they have already
completed a long journey through time and space!
God’s call remains unrequited and even though his whisper reaches the ear, only
rarely does it penetrate the human heart. In the moment when your hearts shall
open, they close and when it is imperative to let oneself fall, you remain standing
like rooted to the spot. The fear to lose oneself prevails and blocks the view to the
truth, which is:
The devotion to God returns you to your Self. What needs to retreat is your ego
and many human Beings are afraid of dying this small death.
They remain standing and look with irritation to the other side of the veil, like in
front of an impassable border, a barrier, which they do not dare to cross – what do
I expect there and how do I get there?
Without thereby considering the obvious: devotion.
Many look for complicated paths and solutions, instead of looking inside and to
redeem the fears, which block the devotion to God.
Before a human Being devotes himself entirely to his Self or to God, meaning, to
cede the guidance for one’s life entirely to God or to one’s Self, he searches for
escapes as long until all thinkable alternatives, in order to attain knowledge, have
been tried.
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As soon as this search has been exhausted, a new quality appears in human
Beings: the absence of conditions.
Please know this:
Frustration and disappointments are extremely helpful signposts in order to
obtain the right path. And know: Each detour is just fine for an immature soul,
on the other hand a mature soul scents the wrong path, attracts the truth and
repels everything that is not true.
Today many human Beings, whose maturity of the soul is ready for this last and
ultimate step toward insignificance, face this great decision.
To let themselves fall into the unknown or to continue to cultivate the familiar
and grown fond of »securities«?
Many of these high entities have become familiar with the principle of »selfempowerment«. And have accepted it internally. Yet the »successes« are a few
and the rebirth as a fully conscious divine entity stays away. Why?
It is, because the principle of self-empowerment is in harmony with the divine
and works with God himself. Whoever is »self-empowered« without devoting
to God has still not understood. Where self-empowerment is mistaken for egoempowerment, because the direct relationship to God is missing, meaning, the
Love to God is missing, disappointments appear and slowly doubt eats into the
heart. This frustration brings many light entities to the point of turning away from
the Light path, because much of what has been announced stays away and some
of what has been expected keeps waiting in an unbearable manner.
Only with devotion everything changes, the energy changes and the human life
changes. Thereby the character of devotion can never be captured mentally;
instead it must be experienced internally. The effects of this decision bring Light
into the darkness and bring insights. Devotion as a theory leads to absolutely
nothing and you arrive nowhere.
How does a fish feel in the water? Nobody can better judge this than a fish itself.
Whoever does not live in water can only make assumptions, which apply here yet
do not apply there, yet the character of life in the water is only unveiled for those,
who also live in the water, who have gone into symbiosis with the water.
And it behaves exactly like that with the »devotion to God«. Thereby a human
Being goes into symbiosis with God and all divine attributes.
All descriptions of this condition only serve one goal, to make you familiar with
this truth, so that you may remember and as the extent of disappointments has
been exhausted, you go back to this anchor – and let yourself fall.
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And foremost mature souls are predestined for this experience. These are souls,
which have seen the times and have crossed them, which know the world and
lack nothing, but also do not want to experience anything else. For such human
Beings devotion is the next logical step and it is the last step before the pure and
divine spirit appears and allows to be recognized.
The unconditional oneness with God brings forth a life without ifs or buts, and
the assignments are willingly accepted and performed in Love. Such a human
Being subjects everything to God and to divine providence. And at that moment
the ego steps back and it ceases to exist, because with the decision to devote
entirely to God, the ego has nothing to set against.
A mature soul knows what we are talking about here and this message is directed
toward those human Beings, who feel addressed now and there are many of those,
who are in this world today, compared to times before.
It is time to depart! To new shores of a new life.
It expects you as soon as you entrust your whole Being entirely to God and convey
everything in your life to God without thereby giving up your own responsibility.
Self-determination means to make decisions, which are imprinted from divine
consciousness and not from the ego. And the most far-reaching of all decisions
is the one to turn your life entirely over to God.
Lord, care for me; Mother nurture me – I am ready for it.

Heart Opening
In the following healing due to God’s Grace we want to redeem hindering belief
patterns regarding devotion, we want to set free the longing for God and we want
to rise up until we are bound with the Wellspring of All-That-Is.
In order to achieve this, the Angels of Heaven and the Ascended Masters have
begun with the process of opening the heart.
It occurs now and in accordance and in agreement with your soul. Whoever is
ready for it the heart expands now, the heart energy flows and begins to circulate
freely; you become receptive and tuned in for the »Act of Devotion«.
It occurs now…..
Pause…
And while we internally become gentle, generous and kind, I direct the following
words to you from the womb of Mother Earth:
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Mother Earth
A long time ago has begun to release all dark energies, to repel all maliciousness
and she has decided to guard human Beings, who are of good will, from all
discharges, which are now ongoing and are still ahead. Mother Earth has seen
how much human Beings bind with her and how much energy and love from
human Beings have been offered for this process of purification.
Mother Earth also sees how she is still wounded and injuries are inflicted to her
living body. This is a condition, which she is not willing to tolerate any longer.
You already know this decision; and today here and now you are again reminded
of it. Thereby you can correctly interpret the coming days and set yourself into
the right relationship to the whole, because the time for discernment has come and
Mother Earth distinguishes exactly – between those, who honor her and those, who
meet her with disregard; and now Mother Earth orients everything accordingly.
And at this point in time, many human Beings now face the question of how can I
give my life another impetus, how can I enter the path of perfection and how can
I awaken my longing for God?
Whereby do I receive this insight and who can give me help in this regard?
I have come exactly at this turning point to accompany your life and to free you
from what hinders you to experience oneness with self and oneness with God.
Until today you have gone through many different schoolings and have taken
on much, and yet there is a »residue« in you, which did not want to redeem and
despite many efforts could not be redeemed until today. The ultimate things have
not been revealed to you, the ultimate insight has been lacking and perfection is
still waiting? Why?
I say to you, beloved Ones:
Because your devotion to God is still lacking or is not complete.
For that your desire for God must be liberated, then deep trust in God and the
acceptance of this last step before the arrival occurs.
Once you have God, then you have everything, if you are full of devotion to
God, then you miss nothing. Lack is there, where the divine reality is captured
inadequately.
And we now turn our attention to this fact, now we devote our undivided attention
toward it. It is a place, which you still do not know, but one, which you will reach
since a long time ago – a place where your desire will be quenched.
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Affirmation of Devotion
I (say your name here)
AM READY TO DEVOTE MYSELF UNCONDTIONALLY TO GOD.
I ASK THE MOTHER OF ALL LIFE TO REMOVE THE BLOCKAGES,
WHICH HAVE THWARTED THIS CONDITION SO FAR.
IT OCCURS NOW.
I THANK YOU. I AM THAT I AM.
Here and now all blockages are removed and in the next days will be removed
layer by layer. This occurs always under consideration of your situation, your
readiness and your power in order to be able to integrate these healing steps. The
coming days are entirely in the sign of these healings and practice meditation and
the devotion to the divine Light.
You become lighter and the character of devotion is revealed to you. Gradually
new energy fields are activated in your heart and your perception becomes
increasingly more refined. Up to the point when you let yourself entirely out of
your own fall into God’s arms or you return to the womb of the divine Mother.
The coming days are in the sign of this awareness process. It is a process, which is
activated in each human Being, whenever he follows this message and has given
consent for it. Once that consent has been given, the process of liberation begins.
Words alone are not able to convey this. It is the direct experience, which counts
here and which allow the »Act of Devotion« to occur.
The healings begin now, blockages are removed, and trust in God nurtures my
soul….
It occurs now…
Pay attention now to inner pictures, which dissolve…
Pause….
Another key is turned over to you now; the gate to the ultimate knowledge is
opened wide. Be aware that everything may occur as soon as you have transferred
everything to God’s Grace.
Pause…
Now we continue, we go on and the longing for the origin is activated in your heart.
Longing is the fuel, which lets you travel across time and space and it is the
desire, which affects your return to Heaven.
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Your heart is fulfilled with longing and as soon as you are conscious of it, you
are on fire with Love for God and for all Life. Your longing for God is the
unquenched request for the oneness with all Life.
And now we want to approach this oneness.
Carefully we enter the inner chamber of knowledge and due to our opened heart
we profess our willingness for liberation.

Resolve for Liberation:
I (say your name here)
AM READY TO EXPERIENCE THE LONGING FOR GOD.
I ASK THE MOTHER OF ALL LIFE TO REMOVE THE BLOCKAGES AND
TO LOOSEN THE CHAINS.
MY LONGING WILL CHANGE MY LIFE.
TODAY HERE AND NOW I AM READY FOR THIS GREAT STEP.
I THANK YOU.
I AM THAT I AM.
Pause…
The Light works. Now what until today has matured in you begins to blossom
now. It occurs.
Pause…
Please consider this, many old souls have waited for their liberation for a long
time. And this master key for it may be transferred to you as soon as you can no
longer get something out of the old ways of living in space-time.
The compassion is the beginning, the devotion the anchoring and Love the
perfection of the spiritual path.
Purity, Love and Light flow to you now – heavenly entities are with you and are
in the process to retune your energy field and orient it toward the Divine.
Pause…
Your perception becomes clear, your heart opens and your inner senses point the
way for you like guiding stars.
Pause…
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Nobody who loves God must give up self, but each one, who wends one’s way to
this path of Love must strip off his ego!
Nobody who is full of longing for God, loses interest in life on earth, yet his
spirit is irreversibly anchored in God in each task.
Beloved Ones,
Even the farthest journey has an end. And today we certainly see the end of the
human journey on earth. Everything is done for it, everything occurs due to this
transformation.

I know your Heart
Whoever orients his life toward eternity knows that the processes in order to
return to God’s Glory do not take an eternity.
Whoever is in God knows neither patience nor impatience, instead only the joy
of permanent oneness with the Source. Therefore patience is not a task for an
awakened one and certainly not a hindrance, because whoever is one with God,
for him time and space dissolve, and all resistances disappear.
And this is achieved due to pure and complete devotion to God’s Light.
This Grace has been given to you today and new potentials for knowledge are
now activated in you.
I say to you: the end of the journey is near and the beginning of a new journey is
ahead of you – the final tasks for it are ongoing now.
I am amongst you.
I am the guardian of all Life.
I am the omnipresent Mother of All-That-Is.
I reveal myself to you in many Gestalts, you know my countenance and I know
your hearts.
We are familiar with each other, we are infinitely close to each other – and you
are in the process to experience this today.
I am
MOTHER MARY
Redemption of Fear of Death
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Collective
Consciousness
Awakens
Conversation with Mother Mary
Mother Mary
19.11.2015

Follow the call of the heart, follow your inner voice and go quickly through the
last doors of insights until you enter into the condition of All-That-Is and enter
the world of Light.
I AM THE MOTHER OF ALL LIFE
Beloved Ones,
the great efforts in the process of your transformation begin to have an effect and
begin to be worthwhile.
The fruits become visible and the new energy begins to fulfill all areas of life.
Your view of the world has changed, your perception of events is clear and you
know your place in this great game. Heaven knows your assignments and supports
you in all matters and on all levels. You live to see and experience increasingly this
oneness, it means the end of separation and brings forth the condition of harmony
and trust in God. In the days, which follow now, it is necessary to deepen the prime
trust in God and to anchor in God at every opportunity.

Practice Meditation
As long until you become the meditation yourself. This is the condition in which
you perceive each moment of the day out of an inner perspective, in which you
look at it from inner knowledge and whereby all events attain meaning and value.
But foremost it signifies the inner attitude that fears can no longer reach you.
Nobody or nothing can diminish your Light and your love breaks through lack of
love. Your meditative spirit lifts human society to a new level, a step where the
new is manifested.
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JJK: Why do I perceive so many human Beings, who are fully unconscious
– still? Also human Beings, who are diametrically opposed to what you have
described here?
MOTHER MARY: Because many human Beings are still in the process of
purifications. The point at which the change becomes visible still has not been
reached. Very often a radical return to old behavior and thought patterns occurs
just before the turn around of a human Being.
Old patterns are served once more in order to thereby examine the new way, the
new impulses. This means as a result that each turnaround, as it gets closer, is
followed with a renewed turn to old familiar life patterns. In the absence of God
human Beings exhaust all experiences until last, and each human Being knows
exactly when this process is completed. Nobody can set out back to the Light
before his time. Before darkness is still not fully lived the longing for the Light is
missing and all decisions are made in accordance with the all-knowing soul.
Today we experience on this earth that many human Beings explore the last
abysses, cross the last depths and perform the last deeds in this energy.
JJK: Does this create new karma?
MOTHER MARY: Yes. The redemption must take place and it will occur. Yet
it is crucial that great karmic loops have already been redeemed in these human
Beings and that it only takes a short timespan for the redemption of these new
differences, or a sudden realization occurs after the arrival beyond the veil.
What has already been redeemed has no longer any weight and what is added weighs
heavily, yet it does not crush the soul and does not weigh heavily in this world.
This message emphasizes the fact that this mankind goes directly toward the gate
to the other world and it portrays that all events, no matter how incomprehensible
or contradictory they may be, they lead exactly there.
The thousand-year-old slavery of mankind ends at a certain point in time.
And today we have reached that point.
The collective consciousness awakens and everywhere human Beings arise and
they look toward Heaven, to God.
I am MOTHER MARY
The guardian of all Life and of all human souls.
The Biography of Jesus, Part I
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World in Kilter
Mother Mary
23.11.2015

The earth is enshrouded in the great protective cover of Heaven and this
membrane of Love guarantees the completion of all processes of the ascension,
which are still outstanding.
I am amongst you.
I am MOTHER MARY
Light realms and Light entities have positioned themselves around the earth and on
earth, now that the dark forces bring out their last cannons and move into position
for the last battle. The protection, which you partake of, is comprehensive and
impenetrable; may come what will, may happen what must happen or will happen,
what since the existence of this world builds up and looms closer.
Energies of unimaginable extent wait to appear and to be discharged. And in the
meantime the Light entities remain unharmed, because due to their inner Light
they are bound to a higher vibration field.
Whose heart is pure and whose soul is redeemed, his life occurs on a different
level than on the one where the discharges appear, will still appear and must
appear.
And yet exactly these human Beings find themselves in the midst of this world
and they find themselves in the middle of the events. Even though they remain
unharmed, they live through and experience the change at the frontline.
This paradox has a reason: so that due to the high vibration of individual human
Beings the process of discharges remains »stable«, meaning that the world does
not get out of joints in the process of this great upheaval.
Heaven and earth, light warriors from the subtle and physical world together go
through this time and our power of Love keeps the world in kilter and brings all
human Beings to their designated place.
The living Mother Earth heals, and the living planet earth is restored to health; in
good fortune for the blessed ones, in sorrow for the suffering ones.
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Everything occurs for the wellbeing of all.
A world changes its face and regains its divine countenance.
I am amongst you
MOTHER MARY
The Biography of Jesus, Part II
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My Message is Love
Mother Mary
Message of the Light Reading
25.11.2015

…and the world returns to God’s Love and mankind enters into the Light.
Beloved children of the One God, who is everything, and all are coming from.
Children of the Light, sprung forth from the loving womb of Mother God of all Life.
The time is ripe in order to unveil the essence of this time in additional facets.
God is great and God is good; and good happens to you and great things occur
in this world.

Love and Wisdom
Love prevails on all levels and Love heals everything that requires healing. The
love of a human Being has the ability to do everything as it makes use of the power
of distinction and is directly bound to the divine will. If this is achieved, I speak of
wisdom; because Love and wisdom are inseparably connected with each other.
The days are coming; great and becoming greater discharges and manifestations
shape these weeks.
Mankind is in the middle of the »final performance« before the ascension. Each
event appearing today serves the purification and the cleansing of the whole
world, of a world, which upswings from the deepest darkness to light heights.

Already soon, very soon,
Will this world be ruled by a new consciousness, which for decades you have
been oriented to.
Already soon, very soon,
You will face your siblings from the Light and we will meet, see each other and
recognize each other – from countenance to countenance.
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Already soon, very soon,
Love will rule and hate will be extinguished from this world, because it has been
extinguished in the hearts of human Beings.
Already soon, very soon,
The triumph of the Light will visibly shine into the whole world and only the
human Beings, who cannot attune and orient themselves to this new reality, will
remain behind in the world familiar to them.
Already soon, very soon
will the Wellspring of All-That-Is speak to you human Beings and will make a
last offer for turning back and already soon, very soon will millions of Angels,
which you all are, ascend or will remain far from the Source.
Already soon, very soon
and in the midst of the greatest extent of discharges will each of you, beloved
Ones, experience what it means to be under God’s protection.
Already soon, very soon
will good fortune be revealed to you and the loving and omnipresent ONE GOD,
creating all Life.
Already soon, very soon, everything will be different.
What still needs to be fulfilled until then?
How shall and can you shape your days?
Where should you direct your attention, and what still needs to be done?
In restless times inner calm and inner peace attain great significance. When there
is a storm and the waves are high, the consciousness of your own origin attains
great significance.
When the world seems to go under, the knowledge about the actual context gains
great significance and it gives you the necessary hold in challenging hours.
Therefore it is necessary to remain in intimate connection with self and with God.
Only a human Being, who is bound to the cosmic energy, which is Love, can be
Love and can give Love.
Thereby you recognize what Love is, how Love vibrates and what even dresses in
love but is not love.
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Deeds are asked of you.
Yet what kind of deeds?
Please look deep inside. This time and the events of time reflect very clearly to
you where you stand internally. What still requires redemption?
What has already healed in you?
Begin to perceive your »healing successes« and celebrate them.
In each event recognize the new chance to get even deeper into trust in God.
Today the world stands at the point when everything, absolutely everything is
unveiled.
This is necessary so that Mother Earth and mankind thereby may attain liberation.
In this process each of you individually perform a specific role.
Accept it, and act there, where you, as living, loving human Beings, recognize
where Love falls on fertile ground and where it falls on barren ground.
I have come in order to bring you the message of Love. I have come to encourage
you to act with wisdom and internally remain bound to Love for all Life.
You have worked for many lives toward these hours and are expecting this time.
Now this section in time has been reached – it fulfills itself.
The dark powers threaten mankind and thereby devour themselves.
Remember this fact, because God has come down to the earth of all earths, to this
your world. And with God we are amongst you. We, who we are: the great star
seed of Love.
I am the Mother of all Life
MARY
Room for Grace
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The Light Reading is in German. Yet energy is not bound by language barriers
and therefore every human Being, no matter what one's language is, can
experience the Light Reading lifestream or on location.
The next Light Reading takes place on 12/18/2015 at 6 pm,
Message from ASANA MAHATARI;
PALAIS STRUDLHOF
Strudlhofgasse 10,
1090 Vienna
Invitation to the Light Reading:
Retrospective of Light Reading:
AUDIO of light reading (german only):
Light Reading Impressions 2014:
Light Reading Calendar 2015:
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Publications Jahn J Kassl in English:
The Biography of Jesus, Part I (new):
The Biography of Jesus, Part II (new):
Telos-Welcome to Agartha (eBOOK):
Elija Prophecies 1-48 (eBOOK):
Elija Prophecies 49-65 (eBOOK):

Mandate for this World (for free download):
1) Put down the Weapons!
2) Reveal the Truth to the World Public
3) Act of Liberation
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© The Copyright of these texts is with Jahn J Kassl.
It is expressively allowed to copy these texts in whole and unabridged in any
form without further enquiry. A quotation without the pointer to the whole text is
not allowed. Any commercial utilization of these pages is forbidden and requires
the explicit authorization of the author.
You find all »messages from All-That-Is« under:
http://www.lichtweltverlag.com/de/grobritannien-uk/blog/index.html

